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Whoever you are, you need knowledge for selecting the soccer shoes. It is totally admired that
selecting the proper shoes could be very challenging and it does not have to become a nightmare.
However, there is not a single principle in purchasing soccer cleats.

Before you make your mind to make a purchase of one pair of soccer shoes or more for yourself or
friend, you should make sure you have already had a good understanding of what kind of soccer
shoes you will buy. Let's talk about this in several parts.

Manufacturer

No matter you are buying the soccer shoes from online stores or physical stores, you will be filled of
thousands of pictures and models of cleats with logos of Nike and Adidas. It is clear that these two
brands are the best manufacturers on the market. Here is a tip for you that Adidas makes its cleats
bigger in width than Nike. You might also have a chance to buy good soccer shoes from other
brands like Umbro, Lotto, Puma and more.

True Leather or Synthetic

Upper portion of every soccer shoes is made out of either true leather or synthetic material. But
which is better? True leather is surely better. True leather gives you an uncompromising feel of the
ball. It molds to your feet producing great comfort. It also last longer than synthetic materials. And it
is healthier for your feet.

Studs Type

There are in general two types of studs. One is molded studs and another one is detachable studs.
There are practically two different molded soccer cleats on the market. The traditional type contains
a sole that has round studs, and the X-Grip or bladed shape has slimmer than round studs,
strategically placed in different angles to offer a player a better footing.

And the type of detachable studs on soccer shoes is very optional. Most young soccer players do
not need them. With the poor quality of most youth fields, screw-ins just wouldn't get enough use to
warrant purchase. 

Size

It is very important that the soccer shoes you buy must fit perfectly. This means as snug as
possible, tight to the foot. Close-fitting shoes facilitate the best touch. Size for real leather shoes and
synthetic shoes might differ a little. This is because leather expands a while and then molds to the
foot, and synthetic does not stretch.

Price

This is a meaningful important factor in buying soccer shoes. There is no tip for that. All depends on
your budget. (Real leather cleats are more expensive than synthetic ones.)
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